
25 Literary Devices You Can Use To Make 

Your Speech More Persuasive And 

Emotional 

Deciding how to start writing? Then use of literary devices is so valuable. It enhances the speech 

quality level. These terms work like a power bank to make people consistent, active and astonished 

during address. Let’s elaborate on the uses and types of some vital literary devices. Use them in 

your speech and be ready for a proud moment.  

• Repetitiousness:  

What comes to your mind? That you have to repeat something. Use at least three consecutive 

words starting with the same alphabet; initial rhyming. It creates a rhythm, i.e., duties performed in 

distant, different, and difficult ways.  

• Reiteration of words by switching:  

Too simple yet effective for a speech and essay writer! 

You do apply this in your daily conversations. For instance, they like it, and it likes them. Give 

your speech a good touch.  

• A tale with hidden meaning:  

A myth, symbol or analogue, creates non-existed characters to describe a meaningful story. Its 

purpose is about morality and can be complicated or contentious. We have been familiar with it 

since childhood, i.e., the story of rabbit and turtle is an accurate example. 

• Use of humanlike device:  

Take a character, whether it's living or non-living. Then, to give attributes of humans, classify them 

and tag them to instil human characteristics. For instance, Simba from a famous worldwide movie 

"The lion king". 

• Learn to personify: 

It is symbolic. We do personification by talking about nature and abstract characteristics of human 

beings, i.e., cat shows signs of anger like my brother shows. 
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• Use of progressive sentences: 

If you say, I went to market, to buy some piece of cloths, pair of shoes and necessary items. Here I 

went to market is itself a complete statement, but remaining information makes it progressive. It 

gives a natural touch to your speech or perfect essay writing.  

• Politely address awkwardness: 

If someone dies and we say he passes away, or he is no longer with us. Suppose an employer fire 

an employee and call it downsizing.   

•  Remembrance:  

Recalling an old story to give reader or audience a better understanding. For instance, tell them 

about the background while narrating something. 

 

 

 

• Repetition of phrase at beginning:  
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Use of writing strategies to make people motivated, sentimental and attached to the idea. The 

historical importance of Martin Luther King is undeniable. His famous phrase, “I have a dream”, 

has been used in speech many times. This gave rise to people’s feelings and emotions. 

•  Tale within a tale: 

In speech or book, when narrator tells someone else’s story, and everyone knows this thing. Like 

we share quotations and then named the concerned person in the end or at the start. 

•  Exaggeration or Emphasizing: 

To show excitement or importance, you can use this, i.e., It’s been ages I am standing here for you 

to come.   

•  Rule of Metaphor: 

Give people more understanding situations by making comparisons; life is a rollercoaster! 

•  Satirize statements: 

Use of witty lines, humour, and ridiculous sentences will leave an impact. 

•  Simile−Most common: 

Compare two things by using As and Like. 

•  Tone of your speech: 

Thinking about how to choose tone to write my essay? Keep it neutral, optimistic and powerful 

with solutions to not leave people in bad feelings.   

•  Symbolic situations: 

Where a particular term represents the whole thing, i.e., Capital of country for entire country. 

• Think out of the box: 

Using contradictory sentences with deep meaning. If we say one can save money with more 

spending.  

•  Sound effect: 

Use words for an object whose pronunciation represents the object itself, i.e., ding dong for 

doorbell. 

 

   

• Use of irony: 
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Let your audience understand the meaning behind the double meaning statement while writing a 

script and leave the character unaware. It could be of three types; 

• Verbal 

• Situational 

• Dramatic 

•  Through opposites: 

Our daily life uses; I won’t be sad, meaning I will be happy.  It might be like a contrast essay which 

supports two opposite arguments. 

•  Contrasting effects: 

State the situation and then its opposite position, i.e., things were good, and things were terrible.  

•  In the mildest of things:  

It is a technique to take the audience into any crucial moment of a story or speech.  

•  Creative Imagination: 

Address with solid imagery. So, audience can imagine while listening to you.   

• Ask and Answer: 

Engage the audience with stating a question and then answering it yourself, i.e., when will this 

lockdown end? Of course, not before a month due to covid emergency. 

•  Use expression for quality: 

Use terminologies in writing techniques to express the trait of a person, i.e., Sarah the lionheart! 
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